
Overall Tips
Be explicit up front.
Students generally do not expect to be

active participants. To ease that shock, let

them know why you are using active

learning and the benefits of being engaged.

Be open.
Get into the habit of explaining the

justification for your activities. Show them

or tell them how an exercise or activity will

be helping for their learning, for an exam,

and even for their lives outside of the

classroom.Ask for feedback.
A part of being open and using a variety of

techniques is talking about what works and

what does not work with your group of

students. It is important to ask for their input

along the way so you understand their

needs and help them learn.

Vary your methods.
All of your students will be different and will

most likely have different learning

preferences. Using a variety of strategies

and activities will meet those different needs

and will keep students engaged.

What is Active Learning?
A simple definition is any instructional method that engages students in

the learning process and requires students to do meaningful learning
activities, while thinking about what they are doing. 

Why use it?
Reinforces important material

Allows tutees to reflect on what they know

Encourages tutee collaboration

Builds self-esteem through conversations with other students

Creates personal connections to the material for students, which increases their

motivation to learn

Things to Remember...
Act confident and comfortable, yet
approachable.
Ask open-ended questions.
Encourage testimony of successful skills for
learning.
Give praise for contribution and attempts at
answering.
Hold students accountable by calling on
them often.
Let students lead with their ideas, input, and
questions.
Start small and build on techniques.
Watch for non-verbal cues of
confusion/understanding.

Allow students time to think ( ̴12 seconds)
after a prompt or question.
Avoid pressuring or demeaning behavior.
Focus on learning how to learn subject
matter.
Help students identify areas of improvement
or need.
Learn students’ names and use them
regularly.
Show interest and enthusiasm for content
and learning.
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